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   Pacific Sports, a subsidiary of Pacific International 
Taekwondo, was created by Grandmaster Trevor Dicks 
(9th Dan) and Master Instructor Margaret Dicks (6th Dan) 
with a desire to share the meaningful benefits that 
they have personally gained from martial arts.

   Pacific Sports has over the years become a 
trusted supplier of martial arts uniforms, protective 
and training gear, to schools of Taekwondo, Karate, 
Jiu Jitsu, Muay Thai, Kickboxing, and Mixed Martial 
Arts, along with supplying apparel to gyms and 
fitness centres, all over Australia.



Master Trevor Dicks 
breaking tiles at a 
demonstration in 1978

Grandmaster C.C.Rhee 
congratulating Master 
Trevor Dicks in 1977

Master Trevor Dicks 
executing a flying side kick 
with Master G.Moulden in 
1976

Master Trevor Dicks 
demonstrating at Brisbane 
Warana Festival in 1984 Grandmaster Trevor Dicks with Instructors of 

Pacific International Taekwondo

Grandmaster Trevor Dicks and Master Instructor Margaret Dicks with their students 
of Pacific International Taekwondo
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8oz Cotton V-neck Style

AUD $36.80
Product Code: PSPCTU

* V-neck style Taekwondo uniform
* 100% 8oz pure cotton
* Consists of jacket, pants and white belt, pants have elasticated waist and inner 
drawstring
* This is a well-fitting uniform that feels great, smooth against the skin and 
comfortable even in the hottest weather
* Well-made with heavy-duty double stitching at the seams 
* Jacket is cut generously through the shoulders and chest to allow for a full range of 
movement  
* Full gusset in the pants allows room for deep stretches and high kicks without pulling 
at the seams 
* Sizes available: 6/190. See the size chart for your size



TAEKWONDO UNIFORM
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8oz Poly/Cotton V-neck Style

AUD $35.50
Product Code: PSPTU

* V-neck Taekwondo uniform 
made in good quality 8oz poly/
cotton

* Made up of V-neck top, pants 
and white belt

* Elastic waist to pants with 
inner drawstring

* Easy to care for poly/cotton - 
dries quickly needs minimal 
ironing

* Excellent quality all round

* Perfect for beginners as well as 
experienced practitioners
  
* Made to last with heavy-duty 
double stitching at the seams 
 
* Jacket is cut generously 
through the shoulders and chest 
to allow for a full range of 
movement  

* Full gusset in the pants allows 
room for deep stretches and 
Taekwondo's high kicks without 
pulling at the seams
  
* Sizes available: 000/110, 
00/120, 0/130, 1/140, 2/150, 
3/160, 4/170, 5/180, 6/190. See 
the size chart for your size
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8oz Cotton V-neck Style  - ITF Print on Back

From AUD $28.75
Product Code: PT

* Taekwondo Uniform Cotton V-neck 
Style 8oz - ITF Print on Back

* Consists of jacket, elasticated pants 
and and a white belt

* This is a well-fitting uniform, made 
from hard wearing yet comfortable to 
wear cotton

* Excellent quality at a sensible price.

* Perfect for beginners as well as 
experienced practitioners

* Back of jacket screen printed in 
black as shown in photo

* Made to last with heavy-duty 
double stitching at the seams

* Jacket is cut generously through the 
shoulders and chest to allow for a full 
range of movement

* Full gusset in the pants allows room 
for deep stretches and high kicks 
without pulling at the seams

* Elasticated waist also has a 
drawstring for tighter adjustment if 
needed

* Sizes Available: 0/130, 1/140, 
2/150, 3/160, 4/170. See the size 
chart for your size

TAEKWONDO UNIFORM
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8oz Poly/Cotton V-neck Style-ITF logo at centre front V

AUD $27.60
Product Code: BT

* Taekwondo Uniform 8oz poly/cotton, with ITF logo at centre front V. The uniform 
consists of jacket, elasticated pants and and a white belt. This is a well-fitting uniform, 
made from hard wearing and easy care poly/cotton. Excellent quality at a sensible 
price.
* Perfect for beginners as well as experienced practitioners
* Made to last with heavy-duty double stitching at the seams
* Jacket is cut generously through the shoulders and chest to allow for a full range of 
movement
* Full gusset in the pants allows room for deep stretches and high kicks without pulling 
at the seams
* Elasticated waist with drawstring for tighter adjustment if needed
* Sizes Available: 000/110, 00/120, 0/130, 1/140, 2/150, 3/160, 4/170, 5/180, 6/190. 
See the size chart for your size

TAEKWONDO UNIFORM
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Taekwondo Premium Black Belt 5cm

AUD $17.25
Product Code: PSPBB

* Taekwondo/Martial Arts Black Belt
* Made of Premium Cotton
* 5 cms wide
* 11 rows stitching
* All sizes are available from 3/160 to 7/200

Taekwondo Belts All Colors & Sizes

AUD $6.90
Product Code: PSBLT

* Taekwondo/Martial Arts Belts
* Eight lines of stitching, sewn ends
* All Colors & Sizes
* Available in white, yellow, green, blue, brown and 
black
* Other colors and striped belts are also available
* All sizes are available from 00/120 to 7/200

TAEKWONDO BELTS
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8oz-16oz Canvas (Not pre-shrunk)-White Jackets

AUD $10 - $25
Product Code: JKTU

All Taekwondo jackets are made to the same design. An open jacket that folds across 
the chest, has fabric ties at the side and fastens with a belt around the wearer’s waist.

While all Taekwondo jackets look the same, they can vary greatly in the actual fit, slim 
fit or wide fit, long sleeves or ¾ sleeves, length of the jacket, placement of the ties at 
the sides, the thickness of the lapel and the type of fabric used to make the jacket.

If you are looking for a new Taekwondo jacket, Pacific Sports has sizes to fit kids and 
adults, for serious karate enthusiasts, martial art instructors, and students at all levels 
of experience. They are most comfortable, soft and high-quality jackets, in a wide 
range of weights and at reasonable prices.   

Size  - Weight Fabric  Price

3/160 - 14oz   canvas AUD $20
3/160 - 16oz   canvas AUD $25
4/170 - 10oz   canvas AUD $15
4/170 - 12oz   canvas AUD $20
4/170 - 14oz   canvas AUD $20
5/180 - 10oz   canvas AUD $15
5/180 - 12oz   canvas AUD $20
5/180 - 14oz   canvas AUD $20
5/180 - 16oz   canvas AUD $25
6/190 - 12oz   canvas AUD $20
6/190 - 14oz   canvas AUD $20
7/200 - 10oz   canvas AUD $15
7/200 - 8oz     cotton  AUD $10

See the size chart for your size

* Only Jackets
* No pants.
* Not pre-shrunk. These 
jackets are made with a 
shrinkage allowance 
that allows for natural 
shrinkage
* Well-fitting jacket
* Comfortable european 
cut
* Made in good quality 
canvas from 8oz to 
16oz 
* Available in a wide 
range of sizes and 
fabric weights

TAEKWONDO JACKETS
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8oz Poly-Cotton White Pant

AUD $20.70
Product Code: WGIP

* Perfect for training or 
exercising

* Well-made in good 
quality poly-cotton for 
tough wear

* Traditional cut provides 
plenty of room to stretch 
and move

* Excellent for exercising at 
home or just wearing 
around the house

* Elasticated waistband 
with inner drawstring for 
extra adjustment

* Sizes Available: 3/160, 
4/170, 5/180, 6/190, 7/200 
(Note: Size 7/200 is very 
large fitting). See the size 
chart for your size

TAEKWONDO PANTS
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8oz Poly-Cotton Black Pant

AUD $23.70
Product Code: BLACKGIP

TAEKWONDO PANTS

* Well-made in good quality black poly/cotton
* Traditional cut provides plenty of room to stretch and move
* Very comfortable training pants
* Excellent for exercising at home or just wearing around the house
* Wide elastic and drawstring in the waistband for extra adjustment
* Sizes Available: 3/160, 4/170, 5/180, 6/190, 7/200 (Note: Size 7/200 is very large 
fitting). See the size chart for your size
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12oz Canvas White Pant

AUD $42.00
Product Code: 12OZCGIP

* Well-made in 12oz good quality 100% cotton canvas for hard training
* Traditional cut provides plenty of room to stretch and move
* Very comfortable training pants
* Excellent for exercising at home or just wearing around the house
* Elasticated waistband with inner drawstring for extra adjustment
* Sizes Available: 3/160, 4/170, 5/180, 6/190, 7/200 (Note: Size 7/200 are very large 
fitting). See the size chart for your size

TAEKWONDO PANTS
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12oz Canvas Black Pant

AUD $45.00
Product Code: BLP12

TAEKWONDO PANTS

* Hardwearing 12oz 
100% cotton canvas gi 
pants
* Well-made in good 
quality for hard 
training
* Traditional cut 
provides plenty of 
room to stretch and 
move
* Very comfortable 
training pants
* Excellent for 
exercising at home or 
just wearing around 
the house
* Elasticated 
waistband with inner 
drawstring for extra 
adjustment
* Sizes Available: 
3/160, 4/170, 5/180, 
6/190. See the size 
chart for your size
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14oz Canvas White Pant

AUD $50.00
Product Code: WCP14

TAEKWONDO PANTS

* 100% Cotton Canvas

* Well-made in good quality 
14oz cotton canvas

* The professional cut 
provides plenty of room to 
stretch and kick

* Elasticated waistband with 
inner drawstring for extra 
comfort

* Sizes Available: 3/160, 
4/170, 5/180, 6/190, 7/200. 
See the size chart for your 
size
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16oz Canvas White Pant

TAEKWONDO PANTS

AUD $55.00
Product Code: 16OZCGIP

* Well-made in good quality 16oz cotton canvas
* Traditional cut provides plenty of room to stretch 
and kick
* Comfortable training pants
* 100% 16oz cotton canvas
* While these are a heavier weight fabric, the cotton 
fabric breathes and absorbs sweat, keeping it away 
from the skin so you feel more comfortable
* Elasticated waistband with inner drawstring for 
extra adjustment
* Sizes Available: 3/160, 4/170, 5/180, 6/190. See the 
size chart for your size
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Martial Arts Uniform - Recommended Sizes

TAEKWONDO UNIFORM SIZE CHART

Recommended Sizes for Martial Arts Uniform

Average Age and Height
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Taekwondo Canvas Gi Size Chart

TAEKWONDO UNIFORM SIZE CHART

Taekwondo Canvas Gi 10oz, 12oz, 14oz, 16oz

All Measurements in Centimeters
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Taekwondo Poly-Cotton Gi Size Chart

TAEKWONDO UNIFORM SIZE CHART

Lightweight Poly-Cotton Gi - Black or White

All Measurements in Centimeters
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Taekwondo Shoes - Leather with Black Sole

AUD $60.00
Product Code: PSLS53

* Taekwondo/Martial arts Leather Shoes – with 
Black Sole
* Made in hard-wearing, long-lasting leather, soft 
and comfortable
* Good-looking stylish design
* Manufactured for competition training - snug fit 
with lace for extra security
* Lightweight and flexible with good shock 
absorption
* Pivot point located on the ball of foot area on 
sole
* Available in sizes 38, 39, 40, 41, 45, 46, 47 & 
48
* All measurements in cms and measured on 
outside of sole – see size chart

TAEKWONDO SHOES
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Taekwondo Shoes - White, Leather, Sizes 34 to 40

AUD $46.00
Product Code: HQTKS

* Taekwondo Shoes, martial art shoes, made with a good quality soft white leather upper 
for excellent flexibility.
* Shoes stitched with two black stripes at the sides.
* Reliable and safe non-slip sole provides good grip and fast pivot action.
* Easy to slip on and off, they fasten with a single lace tie to stay securely in place.
* Padded foam edging inside the ankle area adds to the comfort and prevents rubbing.
* The actual measurements below show the shoe sizes in centimetres measured from toe 
to heel and across the sole, without allowing for the depth of the foot.
* CHILDRENS SIZES:2/EU34 only
* MEN'S SIZES: US6.5/EU39 and US7/EU40 only
* Check the measurements on the size chart to confirm you're choosing the correct size.

TAEKWONDO SHOES



Taekwondo Shoes - Leather with White Sole

AUD $70.00
Product Code: PSLSW53

* Taekwondo/Martial art Leather Shoes – with White Sole
* Excellent design, versatile to suit most indoor activities
* Made in hard-wearing, long-lasting leather, soft and comfortable
* Good-looking stylish design
* Manufactured for competition training - snug fit with a lace for extra security
* Lightweight and flexible with good shock absorption
* Pivot point located on ball of foot area on sole
* Available in sizes 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47 & 48
* All measurements in cms and measured on outside of sole – see size chart

TAEKWONDO SHOES
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Taekwondo Shoes - Size Chart

TAEKWONDO SHOES SIZE CHART
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Focus Paddle - Double

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR

AUD $28.75
Product Code: DPDL

* Focus Paddle - Double

* For all forms of martial arts

* Best paddle for training

* The high-density filling provides 
excellent shock absorption

* Lightweight and well-made with 
reinforced stitching

* Made to last in high-quality PU

* Easy to keep clean and hygenic

* Good size

* Target area approximately 22 x 
22cms

* Paddle can be held away from the 
holder’s body



Focus Paddle - Single, Heavy Duty

AUD $23.00
Product Code: hdfpad

* Focus Paddle - Single, Fixed, 
Heavy Duty

* Long lasting

* For all forms of martial arts

* Perfect for spinning heel kicks 
as the paddle can be held away 
from the holder’s body

* This a heavy duty paddle made 
with a firm centre that allows the 
kicker to feel the impact of the 
kick

* Excellent for students 
practising board breaking skills

* Good size

* Target area approximately 22 x 
22cms

* Tough vinyl material

* High quality

* Easy to hold

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR
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Curved Focus Mitts - Pair

AUD $55.00
Product Code: PSP1

* Versatile, used for punching, kicking, knee strikes, etc
* Gently curved design for improved functionality
* The high-density filling provides excellent shock absorption
* Lightweight and well-made with reinforced stitching
* Good size, 26cms x 18cms x 5cms
* Made to last in high-quality PU
* Easy to keep clean and hygienic
* Made for adult-sized hands
* Secure wide Velcro closure
* Comfortable finger slots and extra padding to protect holder’s hand
* Wrist wedge supports holder’s wrist comfortably

27

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR



Focus Mitts -Thick Leather

AUD $40.00
Product Code: PSTLM

* Suitable for martial arts contact training

* From beginners to experienced practitioners

* Can be used for contact training using hands

* Made of thick leather

* Made with a high density filling

* Good shock absorption

* Lightweight yet absorbs impact effectively

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR
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Focus Mitts - Micro - Pu

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR

AUD $46.00
Product Code: PSTPFMM

* Suitable for martial arts contact training

* From beginners to experienced practitioners

* Can be used for contact training using hands

* Made with a high density filling

* Good shock absorption

* Lightweight yet absorbs impact effectively



Focus Pads - Round Pair

AUD $28.75
Product Code: PSRP

* Focus Pads - Round Pair

* Tough vinyl material

* High density impact absorbing filling

* Strong design with easy to hold handles

* No edges or sharp points

* Secure wide adjustable

* Velcro strap for a comfortable close fit ensuring pads will not slip or 
fall off when in use

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR
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Focus Pads - Pair, Square PU

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR

AUD $46.00
Product Code: PSSPFP

* Suitable for martial arts contact training

* From beginners to experienced practitioners

* Can be used for contact training using hands, 
elbows, legs

* Made with a high density filling

* Good shock absorption

* Sold as a pair



Curved Pads - Pair

AUD $115.00    Product Code: MT05

* The gently curved shape works for training hands, feet, knees, and elbows
* Hard-wearing synthetic leather, easy to keep clean, and hygienic
* Filled with 3 layers of high impact, shock-absorbing padding
* Surface striking area 39 x 20 x 8
* Solid riveted handle at the top
* Two Velcro hook and loop straps, at wrist and forearm
* Extra padding for the holder’s forearm
* Great look, black with gold trim
* Easy to keep clean and hygienic
* Light to hold – 900g each
* Sold as a pair

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR
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Leg Shield - Multi Use

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR

AUD $46.00
Product Code: LGSH

* Multi-use Shield
* Can be used to protect against 
leg and thigh kicks
* Red Colour
* Tough PU cover with durable 
inner filling
* Features a single riveted handle 
at the top providing a solid grip 
for the holder
* Lightweight and easy to move 
around



Kick Shield

AUD $69.00
Product Code: SHLD1

* Suitable for martial arts 
contact training
* For beginners to 
experienced practitioners
* Can be used for most 
contact training using hands, 
elbows, knees and feet
* Made with a high density 
filling
* Easy to hold securely with 3 
good handles on the back
* Provides large surface 
striking area
* Comfortable size: 56cms x 
40cms x 11cms
* Good shock absorption to 
protect the holder
* Lightweight yet absorbs 
impact effectively

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR
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Gloves - Soft Leather

AUD $40.00
Product Code: MMLWW

* For full contact training

* For all martial arts 

* Suitable for Mixed Martial Arts (MMA)

* Blue colour

* Made of soft leather
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TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR



Gloves - Soft Leather in Red Color

AUD $46.00
Product Code: MMALG

* Gloves for martial arts contact training
* Suitable for Mixed Martial Arts (MMA)
* Made of high quality soft leather
* Perfect for sparring, bag work or grappling
* Dense padding over the back of the hand and knuckles
* Closed thumb protects thumb from injury
* Open palm and finger loops for maximum grip
* Wrap around velcro wrist strap for secure and comfortable fit
* To check your size measure the distance across the punching knuckles on the back of 
your hand (Do this by laying your knuckles flat on a ruler). Measure from the side of your 
hand at the index finger across the 4 knuckles
* Leather softens and stretches with wear
* Medium: 7.5cms - 8.5cms
* Large: 9cms - 9.5cms

TAEKWONDO TRAINING GEAR
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PACIFIC SPORTS
Office:

11 Walsham Street,
Bray Park, Brisbane,
QLD 4500, Australia

Phone:

+61 415383635

Emails:

info@pacific-sports.com

info@pacificsports.com.au

Websites:

https://pacific-sports.com

https://pacificsports.com.au
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